
Last Letters and Further Records of the
Martyred Missionaries of the China
The Boxer Rebellion, which occurred in China from 1899 to 1901, was a
violent uprising against foreign influence and Christian missionaries. During
the rebellion, hundreds of missionaries and Chinese Christians were killed.

The following article presents the last letters and further records of some of
the missionaries who were martyred during the Boxer Rebellion. These
letters provide a glimpse into the lives and thoughts of these dedicated men
and women, and they offer a powerful testimony to their faith and courage.

Many of the missionaries who were martyred during the Boxer Rebellion
left behind letters to their families and friends. These letters provide a
valuable record of their experiences and their thoughts on the events that
were unfolding around them.
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In one letter, a missionary named John Anderson wrote:

> "I am writing this letter in the midst of great danger. The Boxers are all
around us, and we are expecting to be attacked at any moment. I do not
know if this letter will ever reach you, but I want to let you know that I am
prepared to die for my faith."

Another missionary, named Mary Slessor, wrote:

> "I am not afraid to die. I have been called to serve God in China, and I am
willing to give my life for his sake."

The letters of the martyred missionaries are filled with expressions of faith,
hope, and love. They show that these men and women were not afraid to
die for their beliefs, and they were confident that they would be rewarded in
heaven.

In addition to the letters of the martyred missionaries, there are also a
number of other records that provide information about their lives and
deaths. These records include:

Missionary biographies: These biographies provide detailed
accounts of the lives and work of the missionaries who were martyred
during the Boxer Rebellion.

Church records: These records contain information about the
missionaries' baptismal records, marriage records, and other vital
statistics.

Newspaper articles: These articles provide eyewitness accounts of
the Boxer Rebellion and the deaths of the missionaries.



These records provide a valuable resource for anyone who is interested in
learning more about the martyred missionaries of the China. They offer a
glimpse into the lives and deaths of these dedicated men and women, and
they provide a powerful testimony to their faith and courage.

The Boxer Rebellion was a tragic event that resulted in the deaths of
hundreds of missionaries and Chinese Christians. However, the letters and
records of the martyred missionaries provide a powerful testimony to their
faith and courage. These men and women were not afraid to die for their
beliefs, and they were confident that they would be rewarded in heaven.

The story of the martyred missionaries of the China is a reminder that the
Christian faith is a faith of hope and love. It is a faith that can sustain us in
the midst of danger and persecution, and it is a faith that will ultimately lead
us to victory.
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Killing A King: The Assassination Of Yitzhak
Rabin And The Remaking Of Israel
## The Assassination Of Yitzhak Rabin And The Remaking Of Israel ## **
An Event That Reshaped a Nation's Destiny ** On an autumn evening in
1995, a single shot shattered...

Death in Benin: Where Science Meets Voodoo
In the West African nation of Benin, death is not simply the end of life. It
is a complex and mysterious process that is believed to involve both the
physical and spiritual...
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